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Abstract: 
A brief EEE view of signal QED is presented. The re- 

search has been concentrated on the virtual photon modes of ul- 
tra relativistic shock wave in a bunch-beampipe system, and 
real photon modes of Coherent RF Beamstrahlung CRFB. Phys- 
ically, the virtual photons emitted by a bunch were treated as 
a travelling pseudo wave packet in a flight coaxial cavity con- 
structed by bunch- wakefield core and beampipe. Mathemati- 
cally, it is a boundary solution of shock wave excited by ultra 
relativistic impulse of bunch. The new modes of solution: 
VTA, VTEM, VTM, VLE are virtual photon packets and 
RTE. RTM, RTEM are real photon modes of CRFB. By these 
results we measured and corrected BEPC bunch length from sig- 
nals of : (1) TOF reference of BES, (2) BPM of BEPC, (3) 
Colliding CRFB of BEPC - BES coupling signal, as well as 
(4) the ordinary method of Synchrotron Radiation. All results 

of the measured bunch lengthes are in accordance with the de- 
sign length of BEPC, and were verified by the BES data of ver- 
tex reconstruction of hadron events. We also found that CRFB 
is the unknown jam source of BES electronics. VLE virtual 
photons can accelerate particles. 

V,“tDv(R, t) =- $p(Rl, 1’) (2. 1. 2) 

q ~AR(R, t) = - po(J + ~~a,vd) = - AJ, (2. 1. 3) 
(2. 1. 2) is a Coulomb field in the bunch coordinate. (2. 

1. 3) is a transvers real photon wave resulted from the trans- 
verse impulse of the bunch J, . 

B. Pseudo Transverse Electric Wave Packet - Bunch Field 

In laboratory the Coulomb field @’ is travelling with the 
bunch by velosity v like a travelling wave package. Va (2. 1. 
1) 

V;E’(R, t) =- ~cVgcp(R’ + vt, t’) (2. 2. 1) 
Transform from bunch coordinate to laboratory coordi- 

nate by 
cV,cp(R’ + vt, 1’) - [co + &G’,]cp(R’, 1’) (2. 2. 2) 

0:- [VZ - f$l, = [OE]L = El”, (v = c) 

(2. 3. 3) 

I. Specialities of Bunch Signal and Dynamics 

The right sides imply an image of the bunch at the origen 
to be the source of pseudo transverse wave. 

q 2EV(R, t) =- h[V + Sa;]cp’(R’, t’) (2. 2. 4) 

C. Pseudo Magnetic Wave Packet-Wake Field 

The known physics of accelerator, microwave, laser, 
Synchrotron radiation and Beamstrahlung, QED [ 1 - 41 can 
not explain bunch signal perfectly. The main variations are A. 
Boundary QED, B. Source Guiding Wave, C. Guiding Rela- 
tivistic Shockwave, D. Virtual and Real Photon signal, E. 
Special Gauge Choise. The equations and quantization are: 

q 2A, = - ,u,,J,, J, = J”, + J; (1.1. 1) 
q ]*A,=O, V l A=O, A,=O, A,=0 (1.1.2) 

q *J,=O, Jt= (vp,icp), p=<#l+> (1.1.3) 

Ca+u*V +a* VJp(R’, IL’ + v, t’) = 0 (1.1.4) 

I$>-+ I$>exp[- $81, A,+A,+a,B (1.1.5) 

(1. 1. 1) is invariant, .*. p,-- iha,, - eA, (1. 1. 6) 

The impedance virtual photon package following the 
bunch can be obtained by the Hamilton gauge A,= 0 of (1. 1. 
1). 

q “A’ (R, t’) = - p+JV (R’, 1’) (2. 3. 1) 
q 2BV(R,t’) =- pOV X Y(R’.t’) (2. 3. 2) 

D. Spin Potential Wave Equations of Bunch - Spin Field 

The Third kind virtual photon is the Spin - Potential 
wave of polarized bunch in Axis gauge A, = 0 of (1. 1. 1) . 

q 2AS (R. t) = - hJS (R’ , t’ ) (2. 4. 1) 
In cylindrical symmetry, AS (R, t ) is in the direction of 

VI. 

III. Virtual, Real Modes in Different Region 

II. Pseudo Waves of Virtual Photon A. Sparating Virtual and Real Photons 

A. Virtual Photon Clad ir Bunch Beampipe System 

By (2. 2. 4), (2. 3. 2), (2. 4. 1) ; (1. 1. 1) is decomposed 
into[5--81 

A virtual photon of electron in bunch can travel at most a 
distance 

AR = CAT = Bnc/Ao = 2nhc/AE (2. 1. 1) 
It carries the information of bunch shape, and can be ab- 

sorbed by an electron in detector. The wave equations of a mo- 
tional virtual photon package surrounding a bunch can be ob- 
tamed by V l A=0 gauge of (1. 1. 1). 

q 2Ev(R, t) =- p&,qcp’(R’, t’) = jv (3. 1. 1) 
q 2cBv(R, t) =- bocv x vpi(Rt, tt) (3. 1. 2) 
q 2A” (R, t) = - p,, .18 (R’, t’ ) (3. 1. 3) 
q “E” (R, t) = - hcOrcp (R’, t’ ) = jR (3. 1. 4) 
[7%gR CR, t) = - fiocv x vp(Rt. tt) (3. 1.5) 

B. Ahead Bunch Vacuum and Resta~d Wave Vacuum 

- - The relativity makes field vanish ahead the bunch. The 
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causality makes the front of bunchstrahlung retard the bunch 
top head at a distance z apart from 

z = Htge = Hcos$/2 (3.2. 1) 
z is beampipe axis. 8, $ are the angles of (2, R,), (z, R) . H is 
distance of detector from II. 

C. Bunch Field Region of Guiding Relativistic Shock 

P = fiHo + frzo (3. 3. 1) 
In the region of flight bunch, fl > fr if H << 2a,; the 

TEM. TE modes are superiority. ft a fi, if H >> 2~~; the 
TEM. TE modes are equal to TM, LE modes. Thus, H << 2~~ is 
much better for getting single mode signal for bunch size mea- 
surement. 

D. Wake Field Region of Impedance Effect 

In the region behind the bunch, where $ > n/2 , and f, 
> f, , thus, VLE and VTM modes become the superiority. It 
leads to a region of wake fields with 4ng in length when H < 
2u* . VLE mode fields can accelerate or decelerate the tail of 
the bunch. Practically wake fields have both LE and LM 
modes, Hence, they make the tail of the bunch rotate, and 
conduct the wall currents which carry the bunch size informa- 
tion precisely. 

E. Transformation Region of Reaction D. Rl’EM Mode Signals of Chent RF Beumstrag 

THUS, the impulse width is < the wake field length, then 

0 a:, 0” e Vz. Integrate (3. 1. 1), (3. 1. 2). 

i, (0 = -eq[- $t] Sill 

2 \i- 

&t (4. 2. 2) 

4ffz & = &, . - = 
2nH 

3.26 X 1O-7 fi g%a (4. 2. 3) 

Hence the risefront of i,,(t) is resulted by bunch length 

T,+-1-.2”= 
4 w 

(4. 2. 4) 
= d’,/2n = 4. 775Tp (ns)cm (4. 2. 5) 

ge a,of BEPC obtained by (4. 2. 5) is 5. 6cm. [5- 81 
(See Fig. 2) 

tion 

C. Boundary Free Mode Signal of Synchrotron Radiation 

The readout waveform S (t) of SR is a cascade convolu- 
of electronic responses of fi (t) . [S- S] (See Fig. 3) 
S(t) = fo (t) * f 1 (t) * **me * fi (t) ..I. (4.3.1) 
t[FWHM]” = gt[FWHMlfo (4. 3. 2) 
We proved by the functional theroy in Banach space, that 
9 = Ql!?z....gi> gi = t[FWHM]fi/t[FWHM]fo (4. 4. 3) 
Hence, a,=6. 16cm with respect to t[FWHMls=800ps. 

The wake field is actually charged by the 6 impulse of When e+ bunch travels in the wake field of e- bunch af- 

bunch and input to the bunch- beampipe cavity which is fly- ter collision and vioe uersu, both radiate CRFB. In BEPC, it is 

ing with bunch called Fight Coaxial Cavity FCC. Hence, trans- a beat wave in beampipe. The wave length carries the informa- 

formation region is the discharging region. tion of bunch length. It has been observed by the readout elec- 
tronics of sub-detectors of BES. g. = 5. 7 cm. (See Fin. 4 
and 5) All measured uZ narrated above are proved by collision F. Rod&ion Ptopogation Region of Collision 

Following the transformation region, there is the radia- point reconstruction of BES event data. [9] 

tion region, where the real photons of (3. 1. 4) , (3. 1. 5) are Thanks to Profs. M. H. Ye, S. X. Fang and Z. P. Zheng. 

radiated by interactions of bunch- bunch, bunch-field. The 
typical radiation is SR and CRFB. [S] 

IV. Waveform of Real and Virtual Photon 

A. VTEM Mode Sign&s of R&ttiic EM Shock Waue 
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id (0, t) = = - Fp(z. y) $exp[- 
n I 

$1 (4.1.3) 
r7i 

This is the waveform of BEPC bunch signal which we de- I-* J 
tected at TOF time reference electrode of BES[ 5- 81. After 
correction of the skin effect of the signal cable, the bunch 
length of BEPC is a, = 5. 4cm. (See Fig. 1) [81 

B. VLE VTM Mode Signals of Wall Current and Wake Field 

Because FCC impedance retards [E, cB] and cg1 
Ev = B, = 0 (4. 2. 1) 
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